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SUMMARY 

The paper highlights the engineering-oriented benchmarking and application-based magnetic 
material modeling, as two important events in transformer research, reviews the newly extended progress 
in TEAM (Testing Electromagnetic Analysis Methods) Problem 21 Family, and presents the related 
benchmarking results.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The effectiveness of the numerical modeling is essentialy dependent on the analysis method, 
software being used, and the sufficient material property data. Consequently, the validation of both the 
numerical computation and the material property modeling becomes two important events. 

In order to validate the numerical modeling, since 1985, the international COMPUMAG (biennial 
conference on the computation of the electromagnetic fields) society has paid great attention to organize 
the TEAM activities worldwide to test and compare the electromagnetic analysis methods, and 
established a series of benchmark problems widely used in the computational electromagnetics 
community [1]. Meanwhile, the IEEE Standard for validation of computational electromagnetics computer 
modeling and simulations has been issued [2]. The authors have made efforts to the engineering-oriented 
TEAM activities for years [3-13], also proposed a benchmark family, Problem 21[1], and updated it for 
three times since 1993, many scientists and engineers are interested in it up to now.   

On the other hand, the more advanced material modeling techniques have been investigating 
systematically [14]. As a result, there has been significant progress in the efficient design of 
electromagnetic devices [15-18]. However, so far, what being widely used in industrial application is the 
standard one-dimensional B-H curves, obtained from either the Epstein frame or the single sheet tester 
(SST), and B-H properties change according to the working conditions, e.g. they could vary with the 
frequency, the temperature, and the stress action. Therefore, it is necessary to validate the availability of 
the B-H property data when modeling a device under working conditions.  

In very large electromagnetic devices, for example a large power transformer, the reduction of 
stray-field loss, produced by the leakage flux from the transformer winding and heavy current leads, and 
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the protection against unallowable loss concentrations and then local over heating have become more 
and more significant[19-25]. Various types of power frequency shields are widely utilized to effectively 
save energy and ensure a reliable operation. In addition, the various shields can change and control the 
global distribution of the 3-D electromagnetic field within a large device. It is important to accurately model 
the multi-shielding effects and optimize shielding configurations at the electromagnetic design stage, but 
not use rough estimates [20-21]. 

The purpose of this paper is to focus on the engineering-oriented benchmarking and the 
application-based magnetic material modeling in power transformers, examine the effect of the variation 
in the different B-H representations used in different solvers on iron loss and flux in GO(grain-oriented) 
silicon steel sheets, and investigate the power frequency multi-shielding effect based on shield models. In 
addition, an improved method for measuring stray-field loss is proposed, and validated based on a newly 
designed benchmarking set up, making use of two leakage flux complementary coils.  

2. ENGINEERING-ORIENTED BENCHMARKING 

The electromagnetic and thermal field problems in large power transformers are usually very 
complicated, which involve multi-physic field coupling, multi-scale (very thin layer and very large bulk) 
components, and multi-materials varying with the working conditions.  In order to obtain an effective 
solution, the strict validation of the analysis method and software used for solving such complex field 
problems are certainly necessary. However, it is impossible to do that via a large real product. Therefore, 
the verification based on the engineering-oriented benchmark models becomes a best way.     

To investigate the stray-field loss problems in power transformers, a benchmark family, TEAM 
Problem 21 of 16 benchmark models, has been well established (the definition of Problem 21, v.2009, 
can be found at www.compumag.org/TEAM)[1], and a number of benchmarking results have been 
presented by the authors and the researchers worldwide[4].  All the benchmark models come from the 
typical structures of power transformers, presenting different electromagnetic behavior, and the 
engineering-oriented benchmarking activities have the following characteristics:    

a) Test electromagnetic analysis methods  
The original motivation of benchmarking (TEAM) is to test the analysis method and 
computation software, including the commercial software being in use, and is a regular topic 
of the international COMPUMAG conference. 

b) Verify computation models  
It is important to build up a correct numerical computation model, such as, taking the 
nonlinearity, electric and magnetic anisotropy of material, skin effect and loss concentration in 
components into account, and involving the reasonable simplification treatment for reducing 
the computation cost.  

c) Detail the field behavior of typical product structure 
Problem 21 is transformer-oriented, including transformer tank, core-plate, and shielding 
models. The detailed modeling of the stray field loss generated in different components and 
the electromagnetic field distributions will be helpful to improve product design. 

d) Benefit to large-scale numerical modeling 
Benchmark model is different from a large product, but the benchmarking results will be 
useful to solve large-scale field problems in the simplification of practical problem, the 
treatment of material properties, and the choice of the solvers.     

Table 1 shows the benchmarking notes concerning with TEAM Problem 21, which is expected to 
be helpful for the numerical modeling in power transformers. 

3. APPLICATION-BASED MAGNETIC MATERIAL PROPERTY MODELING  

From the point of view of industrial application, both keeping track of advanced material modeling 
technologies and promoting the large-scale application using the existing material property data are really 
important and challenging. 
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Table 1 Benchmarking notes  

P210 In the iron-loss calculation, the hysteresis loss component and the nonlinearity of the magnetic steel must be 
accounted (P210 includes Model A and Model B of Problem 21). 

P21a 
The satisfied results of eddy current losses in non-magnetic steel can be achieved using different 3-D 
analysis methods based on different potential sets, even with coarse mesh in non-magnetic components, 
but 2-D results is not available. 

P21b The detailed examination and comparison of both the total loss and the loss concentration in the hybrid steel 
plate structure are of importance to improve the product design. 

P21c The evaluations of the power loss and magnetic flux inside both electromagnetic and magnetic shields, as 
well as that of the separation-type shields, are given. 

P21d Both the iron loss and magnetic field inside the GO silicon steel lamination with different excitation patterns, 
and the additional iron loss induced by normal magnetic flux are detailed. 

a) A bottleneck problem of industrial application  
The material property modeling is one of the key topics of this Colloquium, also is another 
regular topic of COMPUMAG. In author’s opinion, it still is a bottleneck-problem of industrial 
application. This is because that, the measurement conditions of the material properties were 
standard, using the standard equipments, such as, Epstein frame, SST, or other equipments 
to be applied for getting vector magnetic properties, however, the working conditions of the 
components and device are not standard.  
Up to now, the material property data provided by the material providers are one-dimensional, 
but the field problems in the real products are three-dimensional. So another problem is that 
how to use the existing property data to solve the practical problems? 

b) Combination of material modeling and numerical computation 
Most of the current electromagnetic-thermal analysis software can access the one-
dimensional or the so-called orthogonal-anisotropic property data. A natural problem is that 
the software must be upgraded if the vector property data of the material is to be used.  

c) Improvement of magnetic property modeling technology 
Since many years ago, the standard testing equipments used for the magnetic material 
property modeling are commonly used. The extension of the measurement function and the 
updates of the setting value with the tester are necessary. For example, using Epstein frame 
to measure the different type of B-H curves (Bm-Hm and Bm-Hb), the mean path length of 
the Epstein is varied with many factors but not a constant values [14,26]. 

4. MAGNETIC PROPERY MODELING OF GO SILICON STEEL SHEETS 

4.1. Different B-H curves 

Two kinds of B-H curves, namely Bm-Hm and Bm-Hb, are currently used in electromagnetic field 
computation[11]. The Bm-Hm curve takes the maximum values of both the flux density (Bm) and the 
magnetic field strength (Hm) within a cycle. Generally, Bm and Hm cannot achieve the maximum value at 
the same time inside the magnetic steel due to the eddy current, especially at low flux density, as shown 
in Fig.1. Thus there is another magnetic field strength Hb corresponding to the maximum value of the flux 
density Bm, i.e. Bm-Hb curve, see Fig.1. The eddy current becomes zero at the instant when the flux 
becomes the maximum, therefore, Bm-Hb curve can be referred to as a dc B-H curve. 

       
(a) Bm=1.0T                       (b)Bm=1.8T 

Fig.1. Definition of Bm, Hm and Hb(30P105, f=50Hz). 
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Fig.2 shows the examples of forming Bm-Hm and Bm-Hb curves based on hysteresis loops 
(30P105), and Fig.3 demonstrates the measured B-H curve family (SST with H coil) at different 
frequencies. Both Fig.2 and Fig.3 indicate that the Bm-Hb curves at around a commercial frequency (e.g., 
50Hz) are similar to the dc B-H curve at low frequency (0.01Hz), but Bm-Hm curves are different from the 
quasi dc B-H curve. 

     
(a) f=50Hz                                                          (b) f=0.01Hz 

Fig. 2. Hysteresis loops at different frequencies (30P105). 

 
Fig.3. Comparison of B-H curves (30P105). 

 

4.2. Different sampling of GO silicon steel sheets 

The magnetic property data of the GO silicon steel sheets 30P120 (made in Korea) are measured 
using Epstein frame, at the different sampling angles to the rolling direction and the different excitation 
frequency, as shown in Fig.4 [11]. 
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(a) B-H curves (0º to rolling direction).                     (b) Bm-Wt curves (0º to rolling direction).  

 

      
(c) B-H curves (90º to rolling direction).   (d) Wt-Bm curves (90º to rolling direction). 

Fig.4. B-H and Bm-W curves of 30P120. 

A comparison between the B-H curves, i.e., Bm-Hm and Bm-Hb, measured by using Epstein frame 
and SST respectively, is given.  See Fig.5. 

 
Fig.5. B-H curves (90 to rolling direction) measured using SST and Epstein frame (30P120). 

4.3. On the mean path length of Epstein frame 

The mean path length of the Epstein frame (25 cm) is constant, 0.94m, in the IEC standard [26], it 
has found that the mean path length is dependent on many factors, and is not always equal to 0.94m. 
This paper shows the further experimental study, using two Epstein frames (i.e., standard 25cm and 
revised 17.5cm Epstein frame) regarding it. The field and loss distributions at the corner areas of the two 
Epstein frames are kept identical, and only the difference between two frames is in length of the Epstein 
limb, is a basic assumption. 

The mean path length of the Epstein frame can be determined based on the specific total loss 
produced in the middle portions of the Epstein limb [26], denoted by lm1, i.e., eliminating the effect of the 
Epstein corners on the specific total loss obtained based on two Epstein frames. However, the specific 
total losses at the limbs (Ploss1) and the corner areas (Ploss2) of the whole Epstein limb are different.  

In order to define an actual mean path length of the Epstein frame (denoted by le), both the 
contributions from the middle portion of the limbs and the rest of the whole frame, including the 4 corner 
laps, should be taken into account. For this reason, two things done by the authors are as follows:  

1) The mean path lengths are defined by two methods, i.e., two kinds of the mean path lengths, 
lm1 and lm2 were determined by the specific loss of the middle part of the limbs and that of the 
rest of the whole frame, respectively. 
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2) A weighted processing method for the above mean path lengths is proposed, i.e., the 
resulting mean path length le is treated as a weighted sum of lm1 and lm2, incorporating the 
weight factors  and  respectively, as shown in (1), 

 1 2e m ml l l      (1) 

where 

 
lim

1 1; ; ;yx
x y

x y x y b lcorner

PP P P
P P P P P P

    
 

 

The weighted mean path lengths of Epstein frame (25 cm), according to (1), have been 
determined under different sampling angle to the rolling direction, as shown in Figs.6-8. 

It can be seen that,  lm1 and lm2 are quite different and varying with the flux densities, however the 
weighted mean path length le is in between lm1 and lm2, and le is close to 0.94m, 0.92m and 0.93m at the 
sampling angle 0, 55, and 90, respectively. 
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Fig.6 The mean path length determined by different methods(1) 

(30P120, 0 to the rolling direction, 50Hz) 
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Fig.7 The mean path length determined by different methods(2) 

(30P120, 55 to the rolling direction, 50Hz) 
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Fig.8 The mean path length determined by different methods(3) 

(30P120, 90 to the rolling direction, 50Hz) 
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Notes for Figs.6-8: 
le:   weighted length based on specific total loss at both limb and corner; 
lm1: length based on specific total loss at limb; 
lm2: length based on specific total loss at corner area. 

5. FE MODEL FOR LAMINATION CONFIGURATION  

In order to reduce the computation costs and obtain the efficient solutions, many homogenization 
treatment methods of the lamination structures, such as, transformer core and magnetic shields, have 
been proposed [27-32].   The following benchmarking issue aims to deal with the standard iron loss and 
additional iron loss based on the simple model [10]. 

5.1. Finite element model 

The simplified finite element model of the laminated GO silicon sheets has the following 
characteristics: 

1) Treatment of electric anisotropy 
Pattern 1: Modeling the first few laminations individually and modeling the rest as bulk; 3-D 
eddy currents flow in the individual laminations and 2-D eddy currents limited in each 
lamination in the bulk region where the anisotropic conductivity is used, see Fig. 9(a). 
Pattern 2:  Fine meshing within a thin surface layer, and coarse meshing inside the bulk. In 
the entire conducting domain the anisotropic conductivity is assumed.  See Fig.9 (b).  

 

 
(a) Pattern 1                                               (b) Pattern 2   
(With interlaminar air gap)  (With electric anisotropy)   

Fig.9. Simplification of laminated sheets. 

2) Treatment of magnetic anisotropy  
The resulting magnetic field inside the laminated sheet models is almost in one direction 
(along z-axis), making it a weak magnetic anisotropy problem, and the orthogonal anisotropic 
permeability is assigned in all the laminations. 

5.2. Eddy current analysis    

The well-established eddy current solvers based on various potential sets have been developed 
and applied in the computational electromagnetics and industry [33-37]. The T- potential set–based 
method is used in this paper, in which the magnetic field represents as the sum of two parts, i.e., the 
gradient of a scalar potential  and T, in the conductors, an additional vector field represented with 
vector-edge elements. As a result, the solution vector consists of the magnetic scalar potential at the 
nodes plus edge-degrees of freedom associated with the current flow in solid conductors. The T- based 
solver does not run into the convergence and instability issues associated with other formulations [36]. 
The governing equation in the eddy current region, in which involving anisotropic and nonlinear materials, 
is given by (2), 

 1 (T )([ ] T] [ ] 0
t

   
   


 (2) 
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The anisotropic and nonlinear permeability [ ] of (2) can be represented by (3) 

 
0 / (1 )

[ ]
p
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p z

c
C

C


 



 
   
  

 (3) 

where: Cp is the packing factor. 

The anisotropic conductivity [] of the sheets can be dealt with as 

 [ ]
p x

p y

p z

c
c

c


 



 
   
  

 (4) 

where:  y=z=yz in sheets, while x is expressed as 

 
0 2

3x

( D eddy current region)
assigned ( D eddy current region)




 


 (5) 

The iron loss and flux generated in the GO laminations are computed based on the field analysis 
results of the eddy current field as part of the post processing. The additional iron loss Pa caused by the 
flux normally entering the laminated sheets can not be neglected. As a practical solution, the total iron 
loss Pt   can be divided into two parts, i.e.,  

 t a sP P P   (6) 

where: Ps can be determined based on the measured loss curve Bm-Wt, and Pa can be calculated 
based on the field results of 2-D eddy current Jyz flowing in the plane of the lamination by (7),  

 

2
J yz rms

a
yz

P dv


   (7) 

Note that the standard specific iron loss Ps includes all the loss components, i.e. the 
classical eddy current loss classic

eP  and the anomalous eddy current loss anomal
eP  and the 

hysteresis loss Ph , 

 
classic anomal

s e e hP P P P    (8) 

The magnetic flux inside GO silicon sheets can be determined by integrating the calculated flux 
densities over the specified cross-sectional areas or based on the measurements using the search coils. 

6. EFFECT OF B-H PROPERTIES ON IRON LOSS AND FLUX 

6.1. Test models 

To examine the effects of the different B-H representations on the iron loss and flux inside the 
lamination, two test models have been proposed, i.e. Model T1 and Model T2, which are derived from the 
benchmark Model P21c-M1 and P21c-M2 of Problem 21 Family, respectively. The brief comparisons 
among the benchmark models and the newly proposed Problem 21-based test models are shown in 
Table 2. 

In Model T1, only six silicon steel sheets of 500500mm (30P120) are driven by a twin AC source 
(50 to 200Hz), a 3-D excitation, see Fig.10(a). The purpose of Model T2 is to show the effect of the 
division of the wide sheets on the reduction of iron loss, see Fig.10(b).   
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Table 2  Specification of test model and benchmark model 

Models Magnetic plate of 10 
mm thick GO silicon sheets Sheet-coil distance 

(mm) 
Sheet size 

(mm) 
T1 Without 30P120 15.0 500500 
T2 Without 30P120 12.0 80458 (3 sets) 

P21c-M1 With 30RGH120 12.0 270458 
P21c-M2 With 30RGH120 12.0 80458 (3 sets) 

 

             
(a) Model T1.                                                       (b) Model T2. 

Fig.10. Models T1 and T2. 

The B-H curves (Bm-Hm and Bm-Hb) and the specific loss curve (Wt-Bm), measured at different 
sampling angles to the rolling direction of the GO steel sheet (30P120) and at different frequencies using 
the Epstein frame, are shown in Fig.4 [11].  

6.2. Results and discussion 

According to the pre-measurement results obtained by the authors, the saturation level of the 
laminated sheets is not so high, especially at lower excitations. Both the time harmonic (TH) and the time 
stepping (TS) solvers of the T--based MagNet, Infolytica, are used to solve the 3-D eddy current 
problem. Table 3 shows the calculated and measured results of total iron loss Pt of Model T1.   

All the calculated results, using different B-H curves and different solvers, indicate that the use of 
TH solver and Bm-Hm curve can offer the better results when compared to measurement. This is, because 
the element-permeability is dependent on the quasi-maximum values of B and H within a cycle in the TH 
solver. On the contrary, in the case of the TS solver, Bm-Hb curve can offer the better results. This is, 
because in the TS solver the element-permeability is determined according to the instantaneous values of 
B and H at an instant. As a result, a more precise analysis is possible by the time stepping method using 
the Bm-Hb curve, which is almost the same as the dc B-H curve. 

Table 3 Total iron loss results (Model T1) 

Current  
(A, rms, 50Hz) 

Calc. (W) 
Meas. 
(W) TH solver/Pattern 1 TS solver/Pattern 2 

Bm-Hb Bm-Hm Bm-Hb Bm-Hm 
10 2.61 2.74 2.54  2.35  2.52 
15 7.26 7.89 6.66  6.24  7.12 
20 12.74 14.14 13.37  12.65  13.7 
25 20.31 22.47 23.68  24.01  23.8 

Table 4 shows the contributions of additional iron loss Pa and standard specific iron loss Ps to the 
total iron loss Pt, using different solver and/or different kinds of B-H curves. Table 4 also indicates that Ps 
calculated using Bm-Hb curve is larger than that using Bm-Hm curve. This is, because the permeability 
taken from Bm-Hb curve is higher than that taken from Bm-Hm curve. See Fig.4.  

However, from the calculated results, Pa has a different tendency, using different B-H curve 
and/or different (TH or TS) solver. 
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Table 4 Components of iron loss (Model T1) 

Current 
(A, rms, 50Hz) 

TH solver (W) TS solver (W) 

Bm-Hb Bm-Hm Bm-Hb Bm-Hm 
Pa Ps Pa Ps Pa Ps Pa Ps 

10 1.53 1.08 1.81 0.93 1.73  0.81 1.72  0.63  
15 5.50 1.76 6.35 1.54 5.20  1.46  5.12  1.12  
20 10.44 2.31 12.07 2.07 11.15  2.22  10.95  1.70  
25 17.19 3.12 19.89 2.58 21.22  2.46  21.59  2.42  

The calculated results by both the TH and TS solvers show that the iron loss is mainly 
concentrated in a few layers on the side facing the exciting source, and goes down with the increase of  
layer-number going from 1 to 6, at 20A(50Hz) for Model T1, as shown in Fig.11. 

0.0
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1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of layers
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on
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ss

(W
)

Pa(W)(Bm-Hb) Ps(W)(Bm-Hb)
Pa(W)(Bm-Hm) Ps(W)(Bm-Hm)

 
Fig.11. Iron loss distribution in layers (calculated by TS solver, Model T1, at 50Hz). 

To determine the magnetic flux inside the laminated sheets, the search coils are set up in Model 
T1, see Fig.12(a). The magnetic fluxes, at the prescribed positions of the laminations under the different 
exciting currents, are calculated. Either TH solver and Bm-Hm curve or TS solver and Bm-Hb curve are 
applied. The calculated results agree well with the measured ones. See Fig.12(b). 

 

    
(a)  Locations of search coils (sketch)                                      (b) Magnetic flux in GO sheets 

Fig.12. Magnetic flux inside GO laminated sheets (Model T1, 50Hz). 

In Model T2, the iron loss produced in the three sets of the narrow GO silicon steel sheets of 
80458mm, which are placed in parallel, is considerably lower compared to that of Model T1 for the same 
exciting currents.  

Fig.13 shows the calculated and the measured results of iron loss of Model T2 at 10A, under a 
frequency range from 50 to 200Hz. The results also denote that the iron loss increases with the exciting 
frequency.  
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Fig.13. Iron loss varying with frequency 

 (calculated by TH solver using Bm-Hm curve, Model T2). 

A very briefly summary is as follows: 
1) The examination of the effect of the different B-H curves (obtained by different means and 

data access modes and at different frequencies) on iron loss and flux in GO silicon steel 
laminations is carried out. The numerical modeling results of the iron loss and flux based on 
the test models are practically in agreement with measured ones. 

2) All the numerical modeling results suggest that the Bm-Hb curve is desirable for the use in the 
transient solver, but the combination of the Bm-Hm curve and the time harmonic solver is also 
available for the problem with lower saturation level. 

3) The additional iron loss (Pa) due to the normal flux exponentially drops from the surface 
facing the exciting source to the opposite side of the laminated sheets. On the other hand, the 
specific iron loss (Ps) generated by the parallel flux drops slowly compared to Pa. 

7. IRON LOSS EXPERIMENT WITH MAGNETIC FLUX COMPENSATION 

The electromagnetic (EM) barrier, the magnetic (M) shunt and a combination of both are widely 
used in electrical devices in order to control stray fields and effectively reduce the power loss that may 
lead to hazardous local overheating. The hybrid (M+EM) shielding behavior of the current magnetic shunt 
configuration is numerically and experimentally examined, and compared to other types. The leakage flux 
complementary-based measurement method of stray-field loss is also proposed and verified based on the 
benchmark shielding models. 

7.1. New generator and compensator of leakage flux 

The authors have upgraded the original leakage flux generator (E-coils 1 and 2) specified in 
TEAM Problem 21 to product-level M- and MEM-type shields. The main change is the increase of the 
number of turns in the exciting coil (from 300 to 400) and the dimension of the copper wire (from 
6.7mm2mm to 9mm3mm). 

The leakage flux of the exciting coils changes when the magnetic components are removed (as in 
the no-load case) from the assembly shield models, especially, in the case of the elevated excitation. To 
keep the leakage magnetic field (reflecting the M- and EM shielding effects) of the exciting coils from 
changing under the “no-load” condition, two complementary coils (called the C-coils) are utilized, which 
have completely the same specification as the generator coils (E-coils), and are movable in parallel rails, 
as shown in Fig.14.  
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Fig.14. Shield loss measurement with C-coil (photo). 

Accordingly, in the no-load (i.e., the magnetic components are removed) case, two C-coils are 
attached in the main assembly and are located in a symmetric position with respect to the twin exciting 
coils. However, in the load (i.e., the magnetic components are attached) case, the two C-coils are 
separated off. See Fig.14.  

7.2. Transformer-based shielding models  

Fig.15 shows two kinds of magnetic shunt components. The dimensions of the steel plate (A3) 
are 500100010(mm) and the property data are available in the definition of TEAM Problem 21. In the 
M- and MEM-type shields, the GO silicon steel, 30P120, is used. The external dimensions of both the M- 
and MEM-type shunt are 20086020(mm).  

 
 (a)  M-type shunt and magnetic plate                    (b) MEM-type shunt and magnetic plate 

Fig.15.  M- and MEM-type shields. 

Table 5 shows the calculated and measured results of iron loss, generated in the magnetic 
component of MEM-type shield. The agreement between the calculated and measured results for total 
iron loss is satisfied when the C-coils are used. However, the measured results without the C-coils are not 
acceptable for the proposed shielding models. 

Table 5   Iron loss in components of M-type shield 

Currents 
(A,rms) 

Calculated iron loss(W) Measured iron loss(W) 

Loss in shunt Loss in plate 
Total  
Loss 

With  
C-coil 

Without  
C-coil 

5 0.032 0.370 0.402 0.40 1.24 
10 0.13 1.33 1.46 1.45 4.79 
15 0.29 3.10 3.39 3.45 10.52  

Note that the differences between the iron-loss results of M- and MEM-type shields  caused 
mainly by the loss produced in the magnetic shunt, and the losses in the magnetic plate are almost the 
same, based on the present results shown in Tables 5 and 6. 

Table 6   Iron loss in components of MEM-type shield 

Currents 
(A,rms) 

Calculated iron loss(W) Measured iron loss(W) 

Loss in shunt Loss in 
plate 

Total  
loss 

With  
C-coil 

Without  
C-coil 

5 0.37 0.35 0.72 0.70 1.52  
10 1.49 1.43 2.92 2.95 6.25 
15 3.91 3.05 6.96 7.06 14.81 
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8. CONCLUSION 

The engineering-oriented benchmarking and the application-based magnetic material modeling, which 
are two important events in transformers research and industrial application, are highlighted in this paper, 
including some Problem 21-based new benchmarking results and some new material modeling results of 
magnetic properties. 

The effect of the variation in the different B-H representations used in different solvers on iron 
loss and flux in GO silicon steel sheets are examined in detail, and the power frequency multi-shielding 
effect based on shield models are investigated. The measurement method of stray-field loss is improved 
and validated based on a newly designed benchmarking set up. 
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